
The Canadian Difference

I t often seemis that the two
major founding cultures within
Canada - one French, the
other British - have little in
common. They represent dif-
ferent sensibilities, they play
to audiences of very different
kinds, and they speak different
languages. But when Canada
is seen in a global context, the
problemns and possibilities of
these two cultures - the "Two
Solitudes," as they're often
called, after the 1945 novel by
Hugli MacLennan - look
remnarkably similar.

A leading Montreal journialist,
Lysiane Gagnon, recently
pointed out that two contradic-
tory impulses dominate
French-Canadian culture: "the
persistent desire to conquer
lands beyond Quebec's bor-
ders"' and "the fear of assimi-
lation," which produces a

defensive, inward-tumning
mood. If that is true of Quebec
artists, it is also true of artists
in the nine other (mainly
English-speaking) provinces.
They, too, yearn to make
themnselves heard around the
globe, and yet simultaneously
worry about protecting their
society from the almost over-
whelming force of American
mass communicationis.

And these two cultures have
something else i common:
while the fear of outside influ-
ence has not abated, and prob-
ably will not do so for a long
time, the urge to speak to the
world has been steadily
increasing ini recent years.
More important, both cultures
have produced artists and sub-
stantial artistic organizatiolis
whose appeal reaches far
beyond the borders of Canada.

International Cultural
Figures

Canada has produced interna-
tional cultural figures for gen-
erations, but with a few
notable exceptions (such as
the great pianist Glenin Gould)
they have found it necessary to
leave Canada in order to
achieve emninence. lI the pro-
cess, particularly if they are
English-speaking Canadians
moving to the United States,
the world may neyer know or
care that they are Canadians
- sometimes, i fact, they
turn into great mythie figures
of Amnerican culture. Mary
Pickford, "America's sweet-
heart" in silent movies, was
from Toronto; so was
Raymond Massey, who for a
generation embodied Abraham
Lincoln for Broadway and
Hollywood.

Frequently, American pop
myths are the product of
Canadian imaginations -

both Superman and Rambo
were created by Canadians. lIn
the 1960s, when Pa Cartwright
rode the range in "Bonanza"
as the ultimate American
father-figure on TV, he was
played by an Ottawa actor,
Lomne Greene. Captain James
T. Kirk of the Starship Enter-
prise, in the "Star Trek" TV
programs and movies, is given
human shape by William
Shatner, who graduated from
the Shakespeare festival at
Stratford, Ontario.

More recently, performers
such as Michael J. Fox, the
SCTV troupe and others have
followed the samne path.
French-Canadian actors and
singers who move to France
are more likely to remai iden-
ti6iahiv Otiébécois. but Jean-
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